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This paper presents a pair of sufficient conditions, within an algebraic model of the generation 
of context-free languages, so that the intersection of two context-free languages is finitely parti- 
tioned by common sublanguages. When such a context-free algebraic system satisfies this pair of 
sufficient conditions, the ambiguity in deriving strings of symbols is shown to be finitely 
generated. These conditions cannot be necessary, because these problems are equivalent to the 
language equivalence problem for context-free grammars, which is undecidable. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, a pair of sufficient conditions is presented, within an algebraic 
model of the generation of context-free languages [34], so that the following property 
holds: 
Property A. For any pair (L, ; L2) of sublanguages of a context-free language L, 
the intersection L, nL2 is finitely presented; i.e., there exist finitely many intersec- 
tion components Z,, algebraically generated sublanguages of both L, and Lz, so 
that the (possibly empty) collection {Z, ) 1 I ksN) partitions L, fl L2 with L1 fl L, = 
U-k where lj represents the disjoint union. 
When Property A holds, the ambiguity in a context-free language L is finitely 
generated by a set Inter of basic intersection presentations: 
Property B. When the language L is generated using a context-free grammar (CFG) 
G [17], the ambiguity is finiteIy generated; i.e., within the free monoidal category 
D = D(G) of (leftmost) derivations (see, for example, [7] or [29]), the ambiguity: 
(bl) Is modeled as the pre-order congruence IAmbI [25, II], that identifies any 
two derivations with equal domains and codomains; 
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(b2) Is equal as a congruence relation to IInter), the smallest monoidal congruence 
containing the basic intersection pairs Inter. 
That Property A implies Property B is demonstrated in Theorem 4.2.1. 
It is well known (see, for example [17] or [24]) that, in general, these properties 
are Turing undecidable; i.e., each can be shown to be equivalent o deciding the 
halting of a universal Turing machine. The problem of determining whether either 
Property A or Property B holds ‘contains’ the undecidable subproblem of determin- 
ing whether L, Cl L, = 0, for any two sublanguages L1 = L(G,) and L, = L(G,) of the 
union context-free language L, U L2 = L(G, U Gz) (see Remarks 4.2.2). 
The first of the sufficient conditions is also Turing undecidable: 
Condition 1. Let the ambiguity in a context-free language L be modeled as the pre- 
order congruence JAmbI in the free monoidal category D =D(G) of (leftmost) 
derivations in a CFG G; i.e., if dl : AT --t S(d,) and d2 : AZ -+ S(d2) are derivations 
in G, then d, = d2 if and only if: 
(i) As domain nonterminals-variables, A =A2; 
(ii) As codomain sentential form strings (over an alphabet consisting of atomic- 
terminal symbols and nonterminal-variable symbols), S(d,) = S(d,). 
The corresponding quotient category D//Amb/ is the skeletal category of D [25, II]; 
i.e., each quotient morphism set D(A, w)/lAmbj contains at most one derivation 
d : A * -+ w with S(d) = w. A CFG G is said to satisfy Condition 1 if and only if 
For each generating derivation (i.e., for each production 
p : A -+ S(p) in CFG G), the corresponding p-composition 
(i.e., the object map of the monoidal p-comma category 
functor jp, DI : IS(p), D\ -+ ]A, DI [25, II]) is a one-to-one 
function in the skeletal quotient category D/lAmb/. 
In Subsection 3.3, by considering certain punctuation configurations, a CFG class 
FP (that models the syntax of formal functional programming (FFP) languages [ 11) 
is shown to satisfy Condition 1. Also in Subsection 3.3, by specifying allowable 
direct and indirect recursion in the syntactic generation modeled by G, an example 
class L&R of ‘left-and-right’ CFG’s is shown to satisfy Condition 1. 
The grammar class FP satisfies the second sufficient condition, Condition 2 (see 
Corollary 4.1.2): 
Condition 2. For each production pair (p : A + S(p) ; q : A -+ S(q)) in a context-free 
grammar G, there exists a minimal presentation {Z, / 1 i k<N} of the intersection 
IS(p)1 n /S(q)1 so that each intersection component Zk is a simply generated sub- 
language of both IS(p the sublanguage of formp, and of JS(q)J, the sublanguage 
of form q. 
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Condition 2 is undecidable in general; as in the case of Property A, determining 
whether Condition 2 holds contains the subproblem of determining whether 
L, nL, =0, for any two sublanguages L, = L(G,) and L2 = L(G,) of the union 
context-free language L, UL, = L(GI U G2). There is no universal procedure for 
deciding whether IS(p)1 n IS(q)/ is finitely presented, other than by ‘human in- 
spection’. 
When Condition 1 is satisfied but Condition 2 does not hold, finite intersection 
presentations do not necessarily exist; an example of Q. Nguyen illustrating this is 
presented in Subsection 4.1. 
The existence proof given in Theorem 4.1.1 is constructive in that a terminating 
procedure, a unification algorithm of finite type [35] for a syntactic term algebra 
T(G), is produced. Within the algebraic theory [23,34] specified by a CFG G, this 
syntactic algebra T(G) is mapped homomorphically onto the (leftmost) derivation 
category D(G): 
d: T(G) --f D(G). 
Each term t E T(G) symbolically represents a derivation d(t) :,4(t)* + S(t) from a 
domain nonterminal A(t) to the codomain sentential form S(t). The set It 1 of 
all substituted terms Bt of t, with 0 denoting a substitution, represents the set 
IA(t)* -+,&(t)l of d erivation compositions d(8). d(t): 
d(B) - d(t) = A(t)* -*d(t) s(t)* +d&(4 t). 
Because this unification algorithm of finite type generates a minimal intersection 
presentation for any pair (JS(t,)l ; I,S(t,)l) of sublanguages of L(G), 
IW,>l f-I lW,)l = u z,, 
this algorithm is a very useful tool for developing algorithms that, in a functional 
programming setting (see, for example, [l, 3,4,5,28,33]), do the following: 
Algorithm 1. Determine whether a functional program evaluator satisfies a 
Church/Rosser Confluence Property [27]: 
For each functional program evaluation df: y) with program- 
operator component f and with input-operand component y, 
if the evaluation sequence evr(f : y) terminates in value ansl , 
then all other evaluation sequences ev,df: y) terminate in 
the same ambiguity congruent value ansr (i.e., an+ = ans,). 
This is done by checking the consistency of a finite set RR of semantic rewrite rules 
that operationally specify the match-replace evaluation process for the primitive 
functions and functional forms of a FP language [I]. When RR consists of term 
pairs (f: w) + rhs with both (f: w) and rhs in T(G) for an L&R grammar G (that 
permits ambiguous, but restricted, generation of lists of functional expressions), the 
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unification algorithm generates a finite number of consistency checking cases. Each 
nontrivial intersection component Icf: z,)l for 
Ilhs,df)l n Ilhs,Cf)l = Icf: +++)I n U”: WI = 0 Icf: z,)l 
represents two different evaluation sequences: 
evr,Cf: z,) =cf: z,) +~a, B,,(rhst) + *.. 4 ansl,, 
evz,U: z,) = U: z,) +an2&(rhs2) + *a. --t ansz,, 
where 01, and ~9~~ represent he matching substitutions o that 
The rewrite rules RR, = (j: w,) -+ rhs, and RR2 = df: w2) -+ rhsz are consistent for 
intersection component cf: z,) whenever the irreducible values ansr, and an+, are 
Amb-congruent, ansl, = ans2r. 
Algorithm 2. Generate an operational semantics for a functional programming 
language. 
The semantic generator input consists of: 
(a) Nonconstructive specifications SP for the primitive functions and functional 
forms. The specifications SP consist of term pairs that represent input-output 
(i.e., domain-codomain) descriptions, which are nonconstructive in the sense that 
actual implementation details are hidden; 
(b) An operational context-free grammar G that generates expressions in a FFP 
language and that models certain parallel evaluation strategies. 
The semantic generator output consists of: 
(1) A set RR of recursive rewrite rules. For each primitive function or functional 
form f, the recursive rewrite rule set RR, consists of term pairs in T(G). Each 
rewrite rule RRjdf) E RRf is of the form 
RRjGf)=Cf: Wj)+rhsjdf), 
where the left-hand-side (lhs) functional-applicative term 1hsjCf) = cf : Wj) has no 
repeated variables, and where the right-hand-side (rhs) result term rhsjCf) has no 
new variables (so that any substitution 0, for 1hsjCf) is also a substitution for 
rhsj0); 
(2) A description ED of how RR can be used, deterministically and/or nondeter- 
ministically, to produce match-rewrite evaluation sequences EV that satisfy the 
given specifications SP. For each primitive function or functional form f, the 
evaluation description EDf contains an accounting of how the rewrite rules are 
applied sequentially and/or in parallel to produce the set of evaluation sequences 
EVf. Each evaluation sequence evCf : w) E EVf, results in a value ans(f) that 
matches the codomain term of a specification in SPf; i.e., there is a substitution 0 
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so that arts(f) = OSP(rhsdf)). These descriptions EDf include a listing of: 
l Which rules must be used; 
l What choices in the use of the rules are possible; 
. In which order the rules must be used. 
The unification algorithm is used repeatedly as a subroutine within the semantics 
generator, to represent he intersections of: 
(i) Rewrite rule left-hand side expression sets: 
(lhsjdf)l n llhskCf)l =Idf: wj)ln Icf: wk)l; 
(ii) A rewrite rule left-hand side expression set and a specification domain set: 
/lhsjCf)l fl (SP(lhsCf))l = Icf: wj)l n JSP(lhsU))l; 
(iii) When evaluation sequence evCf: w) has value ans(f), the result-output set 
Iansdf)l with a specification codomain-output set ISP(rhsCf))l: 
Ian01 n IWWfN. 
Algorithm 3. Simulate and trace the evaluation of functional programs. The opera- 
tional semantics (RR; EV; ED), the output of Algorithm 2, forms a basis for a 
simulator of functional programs. 
The simulator input consists of 
(a) an algebraically defined program term g; 
(b) a syntactic description X(g) given in a specification algebra of the operand 
space for the program g; and 
(c) a specification description SP(g) of the codomain-result space Y(g) for inputs 
in the operand space X(g). 
For example, let 
IP = add, . aa(mult) . pair 
represent a functional inner product program [l] with ‘. ’ denoting composition, 
with ‘add,,’ denoting sequential addition, with ‘aa’ denoting the apply-to-all func- 
tional form [l], and with ‘pair’ denoting a transpose primitive. The operand space 
X(IP) consists of all pairs of nonempty equal-length integral sequences: 
X(IP)={<(ai ,..., a,),(b, ,... ,b,))Iaj,bjEZ, 15jln). 
The specification description SP(IP) is of the format 
If e ~2 X(IP), 
Then (IP:e)=(IP:((a, ,..., a,),(& ,..., 6,))) 
Evaluates to (a, x b,) + .*a + (a,, x 6,). 
The simulator output consists of (1) a partition of X(g), X(g) = lj X,(g); (2) a 
set EVk(g) of match-rewrite sequences ev(g: e) for operand expressions e in the 
component X,(g); and (3) corresponding evaluation description ED(g) how the 
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evaluation sequences in EV(g) produce the specifications SP(g). These constructed 
descriptions ED(g) incorporate sequentially and/or in parallel the basis evaluation 
descriptions EDf produced by the semantics generator. 
For example, the output of the simulator for the inner product program IP and 
operand space specification X(IP) consists of the following class EV(IP) of match- 
rewrite evaluation sequences along with evaluation descriptions ED(IP); the primi- 
tive function that appends [l] an element onto either the left-end or right-end of a 
sequence is denoted by ‘apnd’: 
If NZ 1, then: 
eWP:((xl ,... ,x,>,(yl ,..., y,))))= 
((add,.aa(mult).pair:(xi,...,x,),(y,,...,y,)))+ 
RRi,,(pair) and/or RR,i,Jpair) are used n - 1 times 
RRb,,i,(pair) is used 1 time 
RR(apnd-on-left) and/or RR(apnd-on-right) are used n - 1 times 
(add, + aa(mult) : ((x1, Y 1 >, . . . , lx,, yn > >I -+ 
RR,,,(aa) and/or RR,i,h,(aa) are used n - 1 times 
RRb&aa) is used 1 time 
RR(apnd-on-left) and/or R(apnd-on-right) are used n - 1 times 
RR(mult) is used n times, in parallel 
RR(add) is used n - 1 times, 
The unification algorithm is used to restrict the evaluation theorems of the primi- 
tive functions and functional forms to a user-defined function g, according to its 
specification SP(g) and the sequential and parallel structure of g. For the defined 
functional program g, this output (EV(g); ED(g)) represents a form of type 
checking [l 11, in that evaluation of the program g is traced-and-checked for all 
operands in a (possibly) infinite set IX(g)l, to demonstrate that the evaluation 
sequences EV(g) satisfy the specifications SP(g). Also, within a loop-free and assign- 
ment-free model of functional programming computation [l], the evaluation 
description EV(g) forms a proof of program correctness [ 151 that includes informa- 
tion about the cost and the choices in performing sequential and/or parallel evalua- 
tions. 
These algorithms are being developed. In [22], the existence of Algorithm 1, the 
consistency checker, is demonstrated. Also in [22], a detailed outline of how the 
minimal intersection presentations are utilized, is presented. 
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2. Context-free grammars 
2. I. A traditional presentation of context-free languages 
Before presenting a categorical model of how a context-free grammar (CFG) G 
is used to generate a context-free language L(G) = L (a set of symbol strings), we 
present an approach similar to that given in [17] or [24]. Let Vbe a finite set of sym- 
bols, and let I/” denote the set of all strings consisting of m symbols from V. T/O 
represent the singleton set containing only the empty string E. The set V* of all finite 
strings of symbols over I/ is the disjoint union V*= Ij Vm, m 2 0. The set of all 
nonempty strings of symbols over I/is denoted by V+; thus V* = I/+ 0 {E}. The set 
V* together with the associative operation of concatenation is a free monoid with 
the empty string E as the identity; the set Vf is a free semigroup with the same 
operation. 
Each context-free grammar G provides an algebraic ‘model’ for a production 
system, a parsing algorithm [17], that determines whether each symbol string u E I/* 
is a well-formed element of L(G). First, a specification of a context-free grammar 
is given, and then a formal definition of syntactic derivation, the algebraic genera- 
tion process of syntactic rewriting, is detailed. 
Definition 2.1.1. A context-free grammar G is a four-tuple (N; T; P; a) with the sets 
N and T nonempty disjoint finite sets (of symbols) so that 
(i) N consists of the nonterminal or variable symbols (that represent particular 
sets of strings, such as number sets, character string sets or mixed sets); 
(ii) Tis the set of terminal or alphabet symbols (so that the context-free language 
L(G) generated by G is a subset of T*); 
(iii) 0 EN is the starting nonterminal symbol (for the syntactic derivation of each 
expression string e E L(G)); 
(iv) P is the finite set of productions or syntactic rewrite rules (that specify how 
to syntactically derive expression strings in L(G)). Let V= No T denote the set of 
terminal and nonterminal symbols. Each (labeled) production p corresponds to an 
element of Nx V+. If p = (A; S(p)) is a production in P with nonterminal lhs A EN 
and with sentential form rhs S(p) E V+, we use the following notations inter- 
changeably: 
p:A-+S(p) and A+,S(p). 
The rhs sentential form S(p) represents all expressions (terminal symbol strings or 
ground terms) of the ‘format’ of production p. This sentential form S(p) can 
assume the following ‘shape’: 
with A,EN, Olilk and with tjET*, l<j<k+l. 
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Example 2.1.2. Table 1 describes a class of example context-free grammars FP for 
FFP languages, by listing a Backus-Naur form (BNF) for each of the productions 
in P(FP) (see [17]). This class FP of grammars is partially specified; the production 
sets for generating atomic expression collections such as numbers, boolean con- 
stants, primitive program names, functional form names, etc., are not given. FFP 
languages differ syntactically in their sets of atoms. (When no confusion arises, we 
refer to this class of CFG’s as ‘the grammar FP’.) 
Using the structure of a context-free grammar G, expression strings in T+ are 
generated by beginning with the start nonterminal o and using a step-by-step ro- 
cess, replacing-rewriting each nonterminal symbol A in the current string wj by the 
right-hand side codomain sentential form S(p) of a production p: A --t S(p), until 
no nonterminal symbols remain. 
Definitions 2.1.3. (1) Let w and wt be (possibly empty) symbol strings in V*= 
(No T)*, and let A -fp S(p) be a production in context-free grammar G. Use either 
p : WAW, *-+ wS(p)wl or WAW, *-+,, wS(p)wl 
to denote the rewrite edge of form p that replaces domain wAwl by the codomain 
wS(p)w,. The collection Gr(G) of all rewrite edges, 
Gr(G) = ( WAW, *+p wS(p)w, 1 p E P, w and w1 E V*}, 
is the free monoidal rewrite graph on P with respect o concatenation over V*; i.e., 
Gr(G) = V* (1 P(G) /I V*, where 11 denotes monoidal concatenation. 
(2) A derivation d in G, from symbol string u to w, denoted by 
d:u*-+ w or u*-+~w, 
is a finite path (of possibly no rewrite edges) in Gr(G) from u to w: 
d={WjAjWj**-t~,WjS(Pj)W~Jj=l,...,n} 
Table 1 
A grammar FP for FFP languages 
Terminals: T=Au{t,=(; tz=); tj=,; t,=(; t,=); ts=:} 
Nonterminals: N= {E;L} 
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such that 
(2a) u = w,Ar w; is the domain sentential form; 
(2b) w= w,S(p,)w~ is the codomain sentential form; 
(2~) For eachj, lljsn-1, 
Let D(G) =D denotes the set of all derivations in G. 
(3) A derivation d: u *+ w is leftmost, whenever, for each j, 1s.j~ n - 1, the next 
nonterminal Aj+ , to be rewritten is leftmost. 
(4) The length len(d) of derivation u *dd w, is the length of the path d, as a path 
in the syntactic rewrite graph Gr(G). 
Example 2.1.4. For the example grammar FP, consider the length 3 leftmost deriva- 
tions 
d,=E~br(L)*-)p,(E,L)*jg,(E,E,L), 
d,=E+br(L) *+g,(E,L> *+&E,L,E), 
dj =E-%r (L) *-‘gr (L, E) *-fg, (E, L, E), 
d,=E+,,,(L) *+,,(L,E) *-g,(L,E,E). 
All four of the codomain sentential forms 
S, =6%&L); S,=(E,L,E)=S,; S,=U,E,E) 
represent he syntactic set of bracketed lists with three or more top-level compo- 
nents .
It is possible for a context-free grammar to have symbols and productions that 
cannot occur in any derivation d: Q *-+ w with domain, the start nonterminal o. 
Definition 2.1.5. Let G = (N; r; P; a) be a given context-free grammar. A symbol 
s in I/= Ni) T is called useful [17] if the symbol s occurs in a terminal string deriva- 
tion of an expression ee Tt 
0 *hd, wsy *jd2 e. 
A production A -+,S(p) is said to be useful if it occurs in a rewrite edge 
p : WA w, *+ wS(p)w, of an expression derivation 
o *-+d, WA w1 *+p wS(p)w, *+dZ e. 
There are effective algorithms for deleting useless ymbols and productions from 
a context-free grammar without affecting the language it generates. The ‘effective- 
ness proofs’ presented in, for example [ 171 or [24], produce algebraically equivalent 
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expression sets. We assume that the context-free grammars under consideration in 
the remainder of the paper have no useless symbols or productions. 
Definition 2.1.6. Let U, w, and w1 denote strings in V* and let eE T*. Suppose that 
d: u *+ w is a derivation in G. 
(1) jdj = (u *-‘do *jd, wl} is the set of all derivation extensions d, of deriva- 
tion d to sentences w, of form w in G or equivalently, sentential forms w1 of form 
d:u*+win G; 
(2) IdlT={u *-SOW *-+ d, e, E T*} is the set of all terminal derivation extensions 
of d: u *-+ w to expressions e, of sentential form w. 
(3) When no confusion arises, let (w/ = 11, : w *--t WI denote the collection of all 
derivation extensions of form w, where 1,. . w *-+ w denotes the identity derivation 
of length 0. In particular, IAl represents the set of all derivations of type (i.e., of 
form) A. 
(4) The language L(G), generated by G, is the set of all expressions in lalT; i.e., 
L(G) = {e = cod(d) = S(d) ) (d: o *-+ e) E loI’}. 
Example 2.1.7. (1) For the grammar FP, the expression derivation set 
IE *+ap s(ap)jT = I(E : E)I~ 
represents the set of all applicable-functional expressions cf : e) with f denoting the 
program component and with e denoting the input component. 
(2) The length of a bracketed list of expressions is a syntactically definable primi- 
tive function [l]. This length function 
len:SEQ-+{0;1;2;...} 
with SEQ = {( )} 0 /(L>IT, can be specified, within the grammar model FP, by 
(len : ( )) = 0 and (len : (list)) = n + 1 
where n is the number of unbracketed (top-level) commas occurring in ‘list’. 
2.2. Categorical model for context-free language generation 
We now attach a monoidal categorical structure to the collection D of all deriva- 
tions. This description is based on ‘monoidal’ concatenation products induced by 
the free monoid V* [34]. Recall that the collection D, of all length one derivations 
can be viewed formally as the graph Gr(G) of rewrite edges. The nodes and edges 
of this graph are acted on by the monoid V* on both the left and right sides. 
Gr(G) = Y* IIP(G) II I/* 
={wAw, *-‘/, wU)wl IP : A + S(p) E P(G), w and w1 E V*) 
= (v* 11 v*) 11 J’(G) 11 (v* 11 f’*) 
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= {UWAW,Ul *+p uwS(p)w,u* Jp : A -+ S(p) E P(G), u, u,, w and w1 E V*} 
= I/* (1 Gr(G) 11 V*. 
Definition 2.2.1. Let D(G) = D denote the free monoidal category of paths on the 
graph Gr(G) [25, II]; this category is called the category of derivations. 
(1) The collection Oh(D) of objects is the collection of sentential forms 
(2) The collection Mar(D) of morphisms is the set D (defined in Definition 2.1.3); 
i.e., the set of paths in the graph Gr(G). Note that the collection D includes an iden- 
tity derivation 1 w : w *+ w of zero length, of each sentential form weOb(D). 
Remark 2.2.2. (1) Note that, for each sentential form w~ob(D(G)), the comma 
category (w,D(G)( has as object set, the derivable set JwJ = (1,: w *+ WI; i.e., 
Iw,D(G)I is the category [25, II] with 
(la) Set Ob(lw,D(G)I) of objects: 
Ob(lw,D(G)I)={d:w*-rw,}=Iwl; 
(1 b) Set Mor(( w, D(G)I) of morphisms, the ‘composition-factored’ derivations 
in the derivable set I l,,, : w *+ w(: 
Mor(Jw,D(G)I)={w*-t,wl*~~,~ll). 
(2) Each production p : A -+ S(p) with S(p) = t,A 1 t2.. . tkAk tk + 1, corresponds to 
a p-composition (i.e., p-constructor), the object map of the comma category func- 
tor [25, II]. 
IA D(G)1 : P(P), D(G)] + IA, D(G)]. 
(a) If p:A-+e,E T+, then, because eP contains no nonterminals to replace, 
IP, D(G)1 : leP, D(G)/ + I4 D(G)1 ac s t as the nullary constructor, 
q1+1AI 
that corresponds to generating the expression eP of sort A; 
(b) If p: A + tlAlt2 . . . tkAktk+l, then the p-constructor p : IAll x iA21 x ..’ x 
lAkl -+ IA] is defined by 
HAi *-*ci,&;A2*-‘c~~S2; .,. ;A *-‘dk&) 
=A+,tlAlt2...tkAktk+,*+dtlSlt2S2...Sktk+1 
where the extending derivation concatenation 
d=dl~~~~~~~dk=d,d2...dk 
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denotes the unique leftmost derivation starting with p-sentential form S(p)= 
tP41t2**- f!fAAf+l and ending with S(d) = t, S, t2 . . . &Sk tk + , : 
t,Altz... tkAktk+,*+d, tlS,t2... tkAktk+,*-Sd2t,S1t2S2t3 . . . tkAktk+l 
This derivation d = d, . . . dk is composed with the production p : A + S(p) to yield 
p(A,*+&;...;Ak*-‘&)=d-p. 
Example 2.2.3. Table 2 expands Table 1 to include, for each labeled production p 
in the grammar FP, the corresponding p-composition in the derivation category 
D(FP) . 
Although the expression list derivations 
d Lz3=L+glE,L*+grE,L,E and dR>_3=L~g,L,E*-,glE,L,E 
produce the same sentential form 
S(d,,3)=E,L,E=S(dR,~). 
. . 
The derrvatrons dLz3 and dRz3 are the images of different production composi- 
tions, the gl-composition and the gr-composition: 
dL23=&:E*+E;gl:L+L,E), 
dRz3=@(gl:L+L,E;lE:E*-fE). 
2.3. Modeling ambiguity as a congruence on the category of derivations 
Definition 2.3.1. Let M be any collection of derivation pairs, 
M=((dl:u*+y;d2:u*+y)}, 
Table 2 
p-compositions for the FFP grammar FP 

















br : IL\ -+ IEl 
G:[E(x(E(+IE 
ii: IEl+ IL1 
81: 1El x IL1 + (L1 
G: IL] x jE\ + IL] 
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where dom(di) = u = dom(d,) and cod@,) = S(d,) =y = S(d,) = cod&) for each pair 
in M. The monoidal congruence generated by M and denoted by (MI consists of 
all derivation pairs in the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of the pairwise 
concatenation-composition closure of A4 [25, II]; i.e., 
Step 1. Form the concatenation closure V* I/ A4 )I V* of A4, 
v* IIMJI v*= ((wuw, *-‘d, wyw,; wuwr *+& wywi)}; 
Step 2. Form the production-composition closure Camp(M) of V* (1 A4 )I V*. Sup- 
pose that p:A+t,A,t2...tkAqktk+, is a production in G, and suppose that, for 
1 IjIk, 
(Aj *jdl, S(d,j);Aj *+d2,S(d2j))E V* JIMII V*- 
Then the p-derivation pair (d, .p;d2 .p) is an element of V* \)A4 )I V*, with 
di .P=P(A, *+d,, S(d,,); . . . ;Ak *-‘dlkS(d,k)), 
dl.P=B(AI *+&S(dZ& . . . ;A,+ *+&,S(d2k); 
Step 3. Take the reflexive-symmetric-transitive closure of Camp(M) to form the 
rnonoidal congruence /MI generated by M within the monoidal category D(G) of 
derivations in G. 
Let D(G)/IMJ denote the monoidal quotient category [25, II] of M-congruence 
classes of derivations in G; and let d 1 eMd2 represent that the derivation pair 
(u *-+d, w; u *+dz w) is an M-congruence pair in /MI. 
Definition 2.3.2. Suppose that the collection MO of derivation pairs in D(G), 
A40 = {(dlj : Uj *-+ Wj; dzj : Uj *+ Wj) is finite; then the monoidal congruence M is 
said to be finitely generated by A4,, within D(G), if, as sets of derivation pairs, 
M= jA4ej. 
In order to model the ambiguity in generating expressions in L(G) as a monoidal 
congruence in D(G), note that a derivation d: A *-+ S(d) in a CFG G can be mapped 
onto a graph called a parse tree (see, for example, [17] or [24]). Each parse tree is 
the image of exactly one leftmost derivation. The congruence relation, on the free 
monoidal category D(G) of all derivations, induced by this parse tree map, is called 
the interchange congruence 111. It has been shown to be monoidal (with respect o 
concatenation of strings) by both Benson [7] and Nelson [29]. 
Definition 2.3.3. A pair (d;d’) of length two derivations is a derivation pair in the 
interchange relation I, if there exist productions p : A + S(p) and q : B + S(p) in 
P(G), and strings w, wl, and w2 in V* such that 
d= wAw,Bw, *+p ~S(P)~,BW~*~~WS(P)WIS(~)W~, 
d’= wAw,Bw2 *-+9 wAw,S(q)w2 *-fp wS(p)w,S(q)w,. 
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The interchange congruence relation IZj is the monoidal closure of the reflexive, 
symmetric and transitive closure of I. 
Informally, two derivations d and d’ in D(G) are interchange congruent whenever 
d can be transformed into d’ by interchanging (i.e., permuting) the order of produc- 
tion rewrites. By specifying the order of syntactic rewriting to be leftmost, each 
interchange congruence class has a unique representative, a leftmost derivation. 
Definition 2.3.4. A context-free grammar G is ambiguous if there exist two leftmost 
derivations d and d’, d # d’, such that, for some A EN and some expression eA E T+, 
d:A *+eA and d’:A*-+e,. 
The definition given above differs from the usual definition, presented in, for 
example [17] or [24], in that we allow the initial string of the derivation to be any 
nonterminal symbol A EN; whereas the usual definition requires that the initial 
string be the start symbol cr of the grammar. Under the assumption that the context- 
free grammar G is useful, these two definitions are equivalent. 
Example 2.3.5. Note that the grammar class FP is ambiguous; since, for example, 
the leftmost derivations 
d,,=E+,,(L) **gr(LE) *+a(E,E) 
are distinct, although both derivable sets IdL21T and \dR21T, represent he set I(E,I!S)(~ 
of all bracketed expression lists with exactly two top-level components. The am- 
biguity in the FFP grammar FP is restricted to the augmentation of unbracketed 
lists. This process can be done by either one of 
(a) Appending an expression onto the left-end of a given list (called gluing-on-the- 
left, gl : L -+ E, L), or 
(b) Appending an expression onto the right-end (called gluing-on-the-right, 
gr:L+L,E). 
Definition 2.3.6. Let Amb denote the collection of all derivation pairs 
(u *+d, w; u **& w) with dom(dt) = u = dom(d,) and with cod(dr) = S(d,) = w = 
S(d,) = cod(d,). The ambiguity collection Amb is a maximal set of derivation pairs 
with equal domains and codomains. The monoidal ambiguity congruence IAmbI is 
equal, as a set of derivation pairs, to the ambiguity generators Amb. This con- 
gruence, which exists for every category, is the preorder congruence on D(G), defin- 
ed in [25, II]. The corresponding quotient category D/IAmb( is the skeletal category 
of D; i.e., each quotient morphism set D(A, w)/(Amb( contains at most one mor- 
phism d: A *-+ w with S(d) = w. We denote the existence of such a derivation by 
A *+ w; the particular derivation d: A *-+ w is not remembered in D(G)/(Ambl. 
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Also, when no confusion arises, we use d, =d, to denote that d, : u *--t w and 
d2 : u *-+ w are Amb-congruent. 
Since each generating interchange pair (d; d’) E I with 
d= wAw,Bw, *jP wS(p)w,Bw, *+4 wS(p)w,S(q)w,, 
d’= wAw,BwZ *-‘4 wAw,S(q)w2 *-tP wS(p)w,S(q)w,, 
has dam(d) = WA wlBwZ = dom(d’) and cod(d) = wS(p)w,S(q)w, = cod(d’), each in- 
terchange pair (d; d’) in Z is an ambiguity pair in Amb. The interchange congruence 
(Z) is a monoidal subcongruence of /Ambl. This relationship between the inter- 
change congruence lZ/ and the ambiguity congruence JAmbI determines whether a 
grammar is ambiguous: 
Proposition 2.3.1. A context-free grammar G is ambiguous if and only if the inter- 
change congruence )Zj is a proper subcongruence of the ambiguity congruence 
(Ambj. q 
Although the grammar class FP permits ambiguous generations of expression 
lists, and hence (Z(FP)) is a proper subcongruence of IAmb(F the ambiguity con- 
gruence IAmb(FP)/ for D(FP) is finitely generated. This is demonstrated in Sub- 
section 4.2. 
3. Intersection presentations and production-compositions 
Recall that, given two context-free sublanguages L, = L(G,) and L,=L(G,) of 
the union language L, UL2 = L(GI U G2), it is well known (see, for example 1171 or 
[24]) that the problem of determining whether the intersection L, flL2 is empty, is 
undecidable. In this section, we do the following: 
(a) Describe, within the categorical setting D(G)/IAmb/, the concept of a mini- 
mal presentation Int(L,; L2) for the context-free language intersection L, nL2, 
where L, and L2 denote the expression derivation sets L1 = Jd, : A *--) S(d,)jT and 
L2 = Id2 : A *+ S(d,)lT; 
(b) Give a necessary and sufficient property of p-compositions (i.e., each p- 
composition is a one-to-one function) so that p-compositions preserve intersection 
presentations. This preservation property of intersection presentations permits a 
structurally inductive proof of Theorem 4.1 .l; i.e., for each derivation pair 
(d, : A + S(d,); d2 : A -+ S(d,)) in D(G)/JAmb), there exists a minimal intersection 
presentation Int(d, ; d2), structurally constructed from (possibly empty) basis inter- 
section presentations Int(p; q) for production pairs (p : A,, *+ S(p); q : A, *-+ S(q)) 
in G; 
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(c) Show, using a case-by-case analysis, that the grammar FP has one-to-one p- 
compositions; 
(d) Briefly discuss the problem of detecting ‘good’ punctuation configurations, so 
that p-constructors can be shown to be one-to-one. 
3.1. Intersection presentations of derivable sets 
Recall that for each sentential form w, the derivable set IwI is equivalent o the 
object set of the comma category 1 w, D(G)l, and each p-composition p : fl [Ai I--+ IA / 
is equivalent o the object map of the comma category functor Ip, D(G)\ (see Remarks 
2.2.2). If d:A **S(d) with S(d)=t,Alt,... tmAmtm+l, then let d: JJ JAil* IAl 
denote the corresponding d-composition, representing the object map of the comma 
category functor 
I4 D(G)\ : IW), D(G)1 -+ IA, D(G)I. 
Note that the derivable set JwI1 of Z-congruence classes in the quotient category 
D(G)/\ZI consists of all leftmost derivations d with dam(d)= w (i.e., IwI1= 
(d : w *-+ w1 1 d is leftmost}). 
Because the ambiguity congruence IAmbI identifies any pair of leftmost deriva- 
tions with the same domain and codomain, the derivable set lwlAmb of Amb-con- 
gruence classes in D(G)/(Amb( consists of all sentences of form w (i.e., lwlAmb = 
{w, I w *+ wl}). When the quotient category setting is clear, we use the notation 
/ w( to denote / wJI or I wJAmb. 
Definitions 3.1.1. Consider the leftmost derivation pair 
(d, : A *--t S(dl); d2 : A *--) S(d,)) 
within the interchange quotient category D(G)/II(. 
(1) A finite set Int(di;dz) of derivation pairs in IAmbI, 
Int(di;dz) = {(A *+d,S(di)*+d,rZ,;A *4d2S(4)*+d,rZ,)) 1 srsrd 
is an intersection presentation or intersection representation of derivable set inter- 
section Id1 : A *-+ S(dl)lA,,,bn (d2 :A *-+ S(d2)jAmb of sentences of form dl and d2 of 
type A, whenever 
where 
I4 :A *-‘W,)l~m~,nldz:A *+Nd~hmt,=iJ IA *-‘&hmtm 
A *+d,Zr=A *-‘d,S(dl)*-+d,,Z, and A *+d,Zr=A *+d2S(d2)*-+d2,Z,. 
Each sentential form set Id,: A *-+ ZrJAmb is called an intersection component of 
IWhd’ IWdl,,,. 
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(2) An intersection presentation Int(d,; dz) is said to be simple, if, for each Amb- 
pair (A *+d,S(d,)*+d,,Z,;A *-aS(dz)*-fd,,Z,), llrlr,z, 
(2a) As a d,-composition: 
A *-*d,S(d,)*~d,,Z,=6,(B,,*~d,,S,,; . . . ;B,k*+&k), 
each d,-component derivation d,j : B,j *+ S,j is either an identity derivation l,,, 
or a production p,j E P(G); 
(2b) As a &-composition: 
each d,-component derivation d2J : Blj *+ S, is either an identity derivation Is, 
or a production pzj E P(G). 
(3) An intersection presentation Int(d,;d2) is said to be minimal, whenever it 
contains the smallest number of intersection components. 
(4) (Structural Reduction) For production p : A -+ S(p) with 
S(p)=t,A,t,... tk-&tk+,, 
thep-composition is said to preserve intersection presentations with respect to jAmbI 
in D(G), whenever the derivation set intersection 
represents the restriction of the p-composition p: /AlI x -.. x iA, I --t IAl to the 
Cartesian intersection set (/s,, 1 n l!fi2, I) x “’ x (/slk / n /&I). 
Example 3.1.2. As an example, consider the bracketed list derivations 
dL=E+,,r(L) *+,,(E,L), dR=E-fbr(L) *-+g,(L,E). 
Their derivable expression sets in D(G)/IAmbl, 
IdLIT= IE *-‘&FL)lT 
= {E *+ (list) ( (len : (list)) L 2) 
= (E *+dR (L, E)IT= l&IT 
represent the set of bracketed expression lists with at least two top-level components 
(i.e., with at least one unbracketed comma ‘ , ’ ). To show that a minimal intersection 
representation Int(dr; dR) exists and that 
E *+,(list) E ld,J fI Id,/ 
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if and only if 
E *+,(list) E IE *+ (E,E)I 0 \E *-+ (E,L,E)l, 
note that (list) is both a left-list in l&j and a right-list in Ida], if and only if 
(len : (list)) = 2 or (len : (list)) 2 3. 
Case a. Suppose that (list) E ldLl (7 Idal and that (len : (list)) = 2 with ‘list’ having 
only one top-level unbracketed comma. Then, as a sentential form (list) = (er, e2> 
with e, and e2 in IEl: 
(1) E *dd(e,,e2) E (d,l implies that there exists a derivation dL1 : (E,L) *+ (et, ez> 
such that E *+d,_ (E, L) *-fdu (e,, e2); 
(2) E *-+d(el, e,) E ldRl implies that there exists a derivation da1 : (L, E) *+ (el,e2) 
such that E *jdR (L, E) *+dR1 (el, e2>. 
Since the only production p with dam(p) = L and that adds no top-level commas, 
is li : L + E, there exist derivations d, : E *+ e, and d2 : E *--f e2 so that 
(1) d,l : (E, L) *+ (q, e2> = (E, L) *+li t&E) *-+d,d2 (el,e9; 
(2) dR1:(L,E)*~(e,,e2)=(L,E)*~li(E,E)*~d,d,(e,,ez). 
Hence, the concatenated erivation (E, E) *4d,& (list) E IW,E)( and 
E *+d(list) E IE-+br(L)*-t (E,E)I. 
Conversely, if (E, E) *4d,d2 (e,, e2) E /(E, E)I, then there is a derivation 
g : E *-, (e,, e2) E ldLIAmt, 
where g is the dl-composition 
&(E *-*d,er;L *+tiE *~d2e2)=E*-td~(E,L)*-fli(E,E)*~d,d2(el,e2). 
Similarly, there exists a derivation h : E *+ (list) in the Amb-set ldRl, that has start- 
ing derivation 
E*+d,(LE)*+ri(E,E)* 
When (len : {list)) = 2, 
d: E *-, (list) E ldLIAmbn ldRIAmb 
if and only if 
d: E *+ (list) E IE **dL (E, L) *+li (E, E)\A,,,b 
= IE *-‘dn (LYE) *‘ri(E,E)I,,,=lE*~d,(E,E)l. 
Case b. Suppose that d: E *-+ (list) E ldLIAmbn IdRIAmb and that (len : (list))? 3, 
the sentential form ‘list’ has both a leftmost and rightmost toplevel unbracketed 
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comma. Using a case-by-case analysis of productions p : L + S(p) with domain non- 
terminal L, there exist Amb-congruent derivations 
d L>~=E-+,,~(L) *-+,,W,L) *+,,<E,L,E), 
d ~>s=E+br(L) *-+gr(L,E) *‘,,(E,L,E). 
Using an argument similar to that in Case a, it follows that, when (len : (list)) z 3: 
d: E *+ (list> E Id&,bn Id&r, 
if and only if 
d: E(list) E IE *+Qs, (E, L, E)I 
=AmblE*~d,a,(E,L,E)I= IE*-tdrj(E,L,E)I. 
Because an expression list cannot have (a) two top-level components and (b) three 
or more components, at the same time, it follows that the minimal intersection 
presentation Int(d,;d,) exists and that it contains two intersection components 
IdLI n IPRI “Amb IE *+&V)l lj lE*+,,(W,E)l. 
3.2. Preservation of canonical intersection presentations 
In the next theorem, ‘the utilization of both structural decomposition and struc- 
tural construction to generate intersection presentations’, is shown to be equivalent 
to, ‘each p-constructor being a one-to-one map’. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Supposep: A-S(p) with S(p)=f,Alt2 . . . tkAktk+, is aproduction 
in P = P(G). The following properties are equivalent: 
(a) The p-composition p : n JAi / + IAl IS a one-to-one function in the skeletal 
quotient category D(G)/JAmbI (i.e., the comma category functor 
IP, D(G)1 : P(P), WG)I + kt D(G)1 
is ‘globally’faithful [25, I]). 
(b) The p-composition p : n IA; I + JAI p reserves intersection presentations with 
respect to the ambiguity congruence /Amb( (see Definition 3.1.1). 
Proof. (a) * (b). Suppose the p-constructor p: fl IAil + IAl is a one-to-one func- 
tion in the quotient category D(G)/IAmbj. Becausep is a one-to-one correspondence 
onto the image p( n /Ai /) within D(G)//Ambl, forming the p-composition 
p(A,*-+S,;...;Ak**Sk)~IAI 
is equivalent to remembering the Cartesian product element 
(A, *--f S,; . . . ;Ak *+S~)E II IAil* 
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Because forming Cartesian products commutes with intersections (i.e., (Xn Y) x Z= 
(Xx Z) fI (Y x Z)), it follows that JTJ preserves intersection presentations 
MA, *+S,t; . . ..Ak *-‘Slk)lnl~(A1*-s,,;... ;Ak*+&)l 
=a(lAl*-*S11InlA,*~S,,I;...;IA,*~S,k/nIAk*jS2kI) 
where j represents the restriction of the p-composition 
p : jA,l x ... x IA, I 4 IAl 
to the Cartesian intersection subset 
(j~,IIni~,,l)x...x(I~,,lnis,,l) of lA,Ix--.x141. 
(b) * (a). Using a contrapositive approach, assume that there exists a production 
p:A-+S(p)withS(p)=ttAlt2...tkAkfk+t so that thep-constructor p : n IAi I + IAl 
is not a one-to-one function. Because G is a useful context-free grammar, there 
exists an expression string eE IAIT and k-tuples 
(dt,; 0.. ;4/f)=(41; *** id2k) E n l-4 
such that 
P(d,t; .** ;dlk)=A~pS(~)*-‘dle=A~pS(~)*~d,e=a(d21;...;d2k) 
with the extending derivation concatenations 
dl=dll...dlk:S(~)*-*e and d2=dz,...d2k:S(~)*~e. 
By left string cancellation, without loss of generality, assume that d,, #d2, with 
et, fezI. Since et, and e2, contain no nonterminals, the Amb-sets are singletons: 
PlllAm~={Al*-%~ and I~21/~mb=~A~*-%& 
Since cod(d, t ) = S(d, t ) = e, 1 # e2t = S(d,,) = cod(&): 
iddAmbn Id21iAmb=0r 
and, since 0xX=0: 
Similarly, since e contains no nonterminals, 
lI%d,,; . . . ;d,,)\,,,= {A *-‘pS(P)*+e} = jp(&,; a.. ;&)l~mt,; 
and it follows that the derivable set intersection of form e is nonempty: 
IP(drt; . . . ;&&,t,nk%t; . . . ;d2,&rnb={A *+DS(p)*+e}fO. 
Hence, the p-composition P : JJ \A;] = IAl d oes not preserve intersection presenta- 
tions. 0 
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3.3. Punctuation configurations and a one-to-one test for p-compositions 
By Theorem 3.2.1 above, testing whether p is one-to-one is equivalent to deter- 
mining whether there exist two distinct p-compositions for the same expression. For 
a useful CFG G, this is equivalent to deciding whether G is ambiguous. 
Remarks 3.3.1. Recall that the example grammar FP is ambiguous, since it permits 
the generation of expression lists from both the right and the left. However, there 
is a pattern of punctuation configurations that permits the proof that each p- 
constructor is a one-to-one map in D(FP)/IAmb/. For example, 
(a) There is nested sequencing, using bracketing for levels and using commas as 
separators within a given level. This permits the syntactic definition of the length 
primitive function that counts the number of top-level list components, as the 
number of unbracketed commas plus 1 (see Example 2.1.7). 
(b) There is a nested applicative (i.e., functional) notation, using bracketing for 
levels and using a colon as a separator between the program and input components. 
(c) The derivable expression sets /EIT and IL1 T in D(FP)/IAmbl are disjoint: 
(cl) No list derivation d: L *+ list in IL] can be considered a derivation in IEl 
until it has been bracketed: 
E *-+br (L) *+,(list) = br(L *+,list) E JEl. 
(~2) Each derivation (E *jde) E lE I is considered to be a singleton list deriva- 
tion in ILJ, only when it is of the form of the singleton listing production Ii : L + E: 
L **liE *+de=K(E *+de)E ILl. 
(d) Similarly, the derivable sets lE+,i,( >lT and IEdbr (L>IT are disjoint. This 
follows immediately using two-sided string cancellation: 
(dl) IE+,it ( )IT={nil:E-t( )}; 
(d2) JE+,,r(L)IT=br(lLIT); 
(d3) (E *+ w) E InillTfI /br T if and only if w= ( > = (list) if and only if 
‘8’ = list E T*. 
But, since a list must contain at least one terminal symbol (e.g., an atom, a comma, 
a bracket, etc.), it follows that e#list. This yields a contradiction. 
(e) Each list production introduces at most one list nonterminal L: 
(el) li : L -+ E (none); 
(e2) gl : L -+ E, L (one); 
(e3) gr : L --t L, E (one). 
It follows that the list nonterminal L, when it exists as a sublist of a list sentential 
form S(d) = ‘list’, acts as a separator between the left and right top-level expression 
components: 
liSt=e,t ,..., eL;,L,eRr ,... ,eRj=S(d), d:L *-tS(d) 
where ir0 and jr0. 
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A case-by-case analysis, using the above notes, guarantees 
Theorem 3.3.2. Suppose p : A -+ S(p) with S(p) = t,A, t2.. . tkAk tk+ , is a production 
in the grammar FP. Then the corresponding p-composition p: n (Ail + IA\ is a 
one-to-one function in the skeletal quotient category D(FP)/IAmbj. 
Proof. Case a. Since the productions E -+ a and nil : E -+ ( > have terminal (non- 
terminal-free) codomains, the corresponding p-compositions are injections of the 
one-pointed set Iz into JEIT or (LIT: 
ii:,I+IEl, nil:A+jEl. 
Case b. Because the productions br : E 4 (L) and li : L + E have a single non- 
terminal codomain sentential form, both p-compositions are one-to-one maps 
D(FP)/IAmbI. For example, 
G(L *+ d, (list1 )) = E *-+br (L) *+d, (list, > 
= E *-+br (L) *-fdz (list,) 
= br(L *+d2 (list,)) 
if and only if 
(list,) = (list,) E T+ 
if and only if, by symbol cancellation of the left and right brackets, 
list 1 = list, E T+, 
if and only if 
L *+d, list, = L *+d21istZ in ILIT. 
Thus, br: IL1 + IEl is a one-to-one constructor in D(FP)/IAmbI. 
Case c. Because the FFP production systems incorporate both bracketing levels 
and separators, for the remaining productions 
{gl:L-+E,L;gr:L-+L,E;ap:E+(E:E)}, 
the corresponding p-constructors 
81: IEI x ILI -+ ILI, ~:ILIxIEl+lLl, ap :IElxlE ‘I + IEI 
are all one-to-one maps. For example, consider the ap-composition: 
G(E*+d,,e,l;E*+ dlze12) =E **ap(E: E) *+d,,d12 Cell : el2) 
z:E *+ ap(E:E) *+d2,dz2 (e21 : e22) 
= ME *+d*, e21 ;E *+dz,e22) 
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if and only if 
(err : q2) = h : ed E T+, 
if and only if, by bracket cancellation on the right and on the left, 
ell : e12 = e21 :e,,ET+x{ : }xT+, 
if and only if, using the top-level colon as a separator, 
ell =e21 and e12 = e22 in T+, 
if and only if both 
E*+ d,,% =E *+d2, e2l and E *-‘d12e12=E *+d12e22- 
Thus ap: /El x IE( -+ IEl is a one-to-one production composition. 0 
The following is one possible characterization of the above remarks on punctua- 
tion configurations: 
Definitions 3.3.3. (1) A production p : A --t S(p) is said to be r-directly recursive, 
rz 1, whenever 
S(p) = w,Aw, . . . w,Aw,+ 1 
with each wi having no occurrences of the nonterminal A (i.e., wj E ((N- {A}) 0 T)* 
for 1 rjlr+ 1). 
(2) A derivation d : A *+ S(d) is said to be r-indirectly recursive, r 12, whenever 
S(d)=wlAw2...w,Aw,+, 
with each wi~((N-{A})6T)* for l~i~r+l and with len(d)r.l. 
(3) An r-directly recursive production p : A -+ S(p) is said to be separating when- 
ever S(p) = w,Aw, . . . w,Aw,+ 1 with at least one of w1 or wr+ 1 in ((IV- {A}) 0 T)+ 
and with all WOE ((N- {A}) 0 T)+ for 25i%r. (For example, in the grammar FP, 
the glue-on-left production gl : L + E, L is a separating l-directly recursive produc- 
tion with w1 = ‘ ,E’ and with w2= ‘a’.) 
(4) An r-directly recursive production p : A + S(p) is said to be bracketing when- 
ever S(p)= w,Aw,... w,Aw,+,: 
(4a) With left bracket [P E T so that w1 = & wPl, wpI E ((N- {A}) 0 T)* 
(4b) With right bracket lP E T so that w,+~ = wP,+ l]P, wpr+l E ((N- {A}) 0 T)*. 
(For example, in the grammar FP, the application production ap : E+ (E: E) is a 
bracketing and separating 2-directly recursive production with w1 = ‘(E’ = [ap, with 
w2= ‘:‘, and with ws = ‘E)’ = lap). 
(5) A derivation d: A *+ S(d) is said to be simply r-indirectly recursive, with rz 1 
and with S(d) = wlAw2 . . . w,Aw,+ 1, whenever 
(5a) The initial production p : A + S(p) of d: A *+ S(d) is a simply nonrecur- 
sive bracketing production with p-sentential form S(p) = [pB]p where A #B in N; 
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(5b) The extending derivation d,, 
d,:B*+S(d,) with S(d,)=y,Aw,... w,A~,+~, 
so that 
has each concatenation and/or composition component production qj : Bj + S(qj) 
satisfying, for each j, 1 ~js r, 
(5bi) The production qj : Bj + S(qj) is not equal to the initial bracketing 
production p : A -+ [,B],; 
(5bii) When the production qj : Bj -+ S(qj) is r-directly recursive, then qj is 
separating; 
(5biii) The right-hand side sentential form S(qj) of qj can have at most one 
occurrence of the nonterminal B; B is the nonterminal that occurs in the right- 
hand side S(p) = [pB]p of the initial bracketing production p. 
(For example, the FP derivation 
d ~zj=E+,,r(L) *+g,(E,L) *+,,(E,L,E) 
is simply 2-indirectly recursive: 
l The production br : E --t (L) is the initial non-recursive bracketing production; 
l Each of the productions gl : L + E, L and gr : L --t L, E occurring as a concatena- 
tion or composition component of the extending derivation dL, dL= L +gl 
E,L+,,E,L,E: 
l Is not equal to the initial bracketing production br; 
l Is a separating l-directly recursive production; 
l Has only one occurrence of L in each or the right-hand side sentential forms, 
S(g1) = E, L and S(gr) = L, E.) 
(6) A context-free grammar G is said to be a L&R grammar if and only if 
(6a) Each l-directly recursive production is separating; 
(6b) Each r-directly recursive production, r-22, is both separating and 
bracketing; 
(6~) Each r-indirectly recursive derivation d, r-2 1, 
d:A*+ w,Awz... w,Aw,+,, 
has a factorization 
so that each component derivation dj : Sj- 1 *-+ Sj, 1 <j I n, is a simply rj-indirectly 
recursive derivation. 
(For example, a case by case analysis demonstrates that the grammar FP is an L&R 
grammar.) 
Using arguments imilar to those presented in Theorem 3.3.2 for the grammar 
FP, the next proposition follows: 
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Proposition 3.3.4, Zf G is an L&R grammar, then each production 
~:A-+t,A,t~...t~A~t~+~ 
corresponds to a one-to-one p-composition 
B: I-I IAil + IAl 
in the skeletal quotient category D(G)//AmbJ. 0 
4. Intersection presentations and finite generation of ambiguity 
4. I. Existence of intersection presentations 
The proof of the following theorem is constructive. The ‘diamond completion’ 
algorithm used in this proof is an example of a nontrivial equational unification 
algorithm of finite type [35]: 
Theorem 4.1.1. Suppose G is a useful context-free grammar that satisfies both 
(1) Each production p:A+t,A,t2...tkAktk+, corresponds to a one-to-one p- 
composition p : n IA; I + IAl in the quotient category D(G)/IAmbl. 
(2) Each pair (p : A --) S(p); q : A --f S(q)) of productions in G has an intersection 
presentation 
with 
(2a) Production set intersection lpi fI )ql F= Ij IA *+ Zr /; 
(2b) For each r, simple extending derivations dpr :S(p) *+ Zr and dqr :S(q) *+ Z,. 
Then, for any derivation pair (A +d, S, ; A +&S2) there exists a minimal intersec- 
tion presentation 
W4 ; 4) = ItA **dl St4 1 *+d,, w,; A *+,& Std,) *+& w,)} 
with Id,Inld21=~IA*-~rl-~S(dl)lnIS(d,)~. 
Proof. The proof is done using structural reduction and structural construction. 
Case a (standard case [21]). The intersection presentation 
Int(l,:A*-+A;p:A+S(p)) 
for a nonterminal A and a production p : A + S(p) is the singleton pair 
IntUA ;P)- {(A *-*laA -+rS(p);A -+,S~P)*-+I,~~,S(P))) 
with Il,Inlpl=i)jA -,S(p)l= IA yA~>l. 
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Case b (generating intersection presentations). The intersection presentation 
Int(p : A *+ S(p); q : A 4 S(q)) for a production pair exists by Condition 2. 
Case c (simple reduction and structural construction). Consider the derivation 
pair 
(4 ; 4) = (A -‘p S(P) *++ W,,) ;A +p S(P) *+dp2 W-&2)) 
with simple extending derivations dPl : S(p) *--t S(d,,) and dP2 :S(p) *-+ S(d,,); i.e., 
for each nonterminal Ai in S(p)= tlAltZ . . . tkAktk+l, each of the component 
derivations d,, : Aj *+ S,j (of d,,) and dzj : Aj *+ Szj (of dP2) is either the identity 
lA, or a production Pj. Observe that for each nonterminal Aj, 1 sjs k, in the 
sentential form S(p), a minimum intersection presentation exists: 
Int(Aj *+d,, Sij; Aj *+&, Szj): 
(cl) (1,~ lA,) trivial intersection presentation 
(c2) (lA, ; 42j) Case a 
(c3) (Plj; 1.4,) Case a 
(~4) (plj; 42j) Case b. 
Since each production p : A + S(p) corresponds to a one-to-one map p : n IAi I+ 
IAl in D(G)/IAmb/ (by Condition 2), Theorem 3.2.1 guarantees that the p-com- 
position preserves intersection presentations: 
lP(Ai *+d,, %l; . . . ;Ak*+d,&)in k&% *-‘d,,s21; . . . ;Ak *+d2,s2k)i 
=B(lA1*-+d,,S11/nIA,*-)d,,S211;...;IAk*~dlkSlkInIAk*-d,,S2kI) 
where fi represents the restriction of the p-composition p : IAll x ... x JAk ( + (Al to 
the Cartesian intersection set 
(iSI n IS2i1) x _. x (ISlki n IS2kl). 
Thus, each array ? of extending derivations in the Cartesian product 
?EInt(d,,;dz,)x~~~xInt(dik;d2,) 
generates a unique intersection component 
A +p s(p) *+ Y, E Int(A *+d, S, ; A *+d2 &). 
This is depicted, illustrating the ‘diamond completion’ procedure, in Diagram 1. 
Case d (one-sided inductive construction). Consider the production-derivation 
pair 
(A +$(P)AA --‘,%q)*+dW) 
withp#qandwithS(q)=t,Bit2...t,B,t,+i. Note that the derivation d : S(q) *+ w 
has a factorization within the skeletal category D(G)/IAmb( into simple derivation 
rewrite steps (see Definition 2.1.3): 




(for example, any leftmost derivation d: S(p) *--f w is simple with single leftmost 
production steps: 
(di : w;- 1 *--f Wj)=(UpiU’:UAiU’*-fUSjU’)). 
Also note that, for each intersection component d,: A *-+ 2, for the production 
intersection presentation Int(p; q) with 
A ~pS(p)*-tdp,Z~fAjqS(4)*-)d,,Z,, 
the extending derivations dpr : S(p) *-+ Z, and dqr : S(q) *--t Z, are simple. By Case c, 
using production q:A -+ t,B,t2... tmBmtm+l, each intersection component array ? 
of extending derivations in the Cartesian product of intersection presentations 
? E Int(drl : B, *+ Zr,; d,, : B, *+ w,,~) x ..a x Int(d,, : Bm *+ Z,m ; d,, : Bm *--f wOl), 
corresponds to an intersection component 
A *+ Y? E Int(A +P S(p);A -f4 S(q) *jd w), 
because 
A -‘P s(P) *+dpr 6 *+d,? r? 
i= A -+4 s(q) *+dq, z, *-+drT r,, 
since A *+ Zr E Int(p : A -+ S(p); q : A -+ S(q)) 
=A +q~(~)*+dowO*+do~ r?, 
since s(q) ** Y? E Int(S(q) *+dqr z,; s(q) *-do wg). 
The first stage of this ‘diamond completion’ using structural construction (Theorem 
3.2.1), follows (see Diagram 2). 
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Diagram 2. 
By Case c and by a formal induction on the number of simple steps in the deriva- 
tion d : S(q) *+ w, Case d follows. 
Case e (two-sided induction). Consider the derivation pair 
(d,:A *--, wp;dq:A *-, w4) 
with simple derivation factorizations 
A** dPwp=A -+PS(q)*+&,~*4~P, . ..*+dpnwP. 
A *-‘dq wq =A -+4 S(q) *++ Sqo *-+d ql ..a *-fdqn wq . 
By Case d, the one-sided diamond completion, there exist minimal intersection 
presentations 
(1) Int(A +P &@;A -rq S(q) *+d4 w,), 
(2) Int(A +P S(P) *+d4 wq ;A -+4 S(q)). 
For each intersection component A *-+ Z, in the generating intersection presenta- 
tion Int(p;q) guaranteed by Case b, there exists a diamond completion with each 
extending derivation, a simple derivation (see Diagram 3). 
By an argument similar to that in Case c and by a formal induction on the max- 
imum number of simple steps in derivations dP : S(p) *+ wp and d4 : S(q) *+ wq, the 
diamond completion process continues utilizing Case a, Case b, Case c and Case d. 
Thus this two-sided case, Case e, follows, completing the proof of the theorem. 0 
Corollary 4.1.2. Zf (d, : A *+ S(dl); d2 : A *+ S(d,)) is a pair of derivations in 
D(FP), then there exists a minimal intersection presentation 
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Diagram 3. 
Int(di;&)= {(A *+d, S(di)*+d,,&;A *+dZS(d2)*4d,rZr)l 
so that 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3.2, the grammar class FP generates only one-to-one p- 
compositions jj : n IA, / + IA / in D(F)/IAmbI. Thus, Condition 1 of Theorem 4.1.1 
holds. 
A case-by-case analysis demonstrates that, using punctuation configurations of 
brackets and separators (as in Example 3.1.2): 
(a) Int(gl;gr)= {(&;dR2);(dLrs ;&>s)} with the production set intersection 
lgll n 1s = IL -‘&L *-rliE,El ~ lL-fglE,L*-‘grE,L,El 
=lLdgrL,E *-*liEyE CJ lL+g,L,E*+gIEyLyEl. 
(b) Int(p; q) = 0, for each production pair (p; q) # (gl; gr) or (p; q) # (gr; gl). 
Thus the FFP grammar FP satisfies both Condition 1 and Condition 2, and the 
Corollary follows. q 
It is possible for Condition 1 to be satisfied and for Condition 2 not to be satis- 
fied. The following example, due to Q. Nguyen, shows that, in such a setting, finite 
intersection presentations do not necessarily exist: 
Example 4.1.3. Note that Condition 1 is satisfied by any regular grammar G [17], 
because regular productions can be either terminal p : A + t, with t,, E T+ or can be 
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of the form p : A -+ tlAl with t, E T*. Using left string cancellation, the correspond- 
ing p-constructors; 
G:A+lAl and P:lA,I+lAl, 
are clearly one-to-one maps in the skeletal category D(G)/\Ambl. The grammar 
Gi, given in Table 3, is a left regular grammar. 
A straightforward verification shows that 
Int(p,;p;)=O, 15i53 
since, by left cancellation, ICI tl lawi j = 0. Similarly, direct verification of the defini- 
tions shows that 
where 
Int(p, ; pz) = {(A *+d, ababababaA ;A *-td2 ababababaA)} 




di = A -fP, (~b)~uA *+p3 (c~b)~aA, 
d2 = A -fP2 abA *-fP2 (c.~b)~A *-+P, (ab)4aA 
I PI I n I PzI =Amb IA +p, (ab12aA *+p3 (ab14aA I 
=A”,,, IA +P2 abA *-‘Pz (cr~b)~A *-‘P, (c~b)~aAl. 
Because the extending derivation 
dPz = A *+P2 abA *+P, (c~b)~aA 
is not simple, Condition 2 of Theorem 4.1.1 is not satisfied. 
Consider the derivation pair 
(pi; dPz) = (A -+/,, (ab)2aA; A +P2 abA *+P1 (c~b)~aA). 
Table 3 
A left regular grammar 
Terminals T, = {a; 6; c} 








A + ababaA 
A+abA 
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\ 
’ L L/ 
Diagram 4. 
The one-sided diamond completion (Case d of Theorem 4.1 .l) produces, using 
structural reduction, Diagram 4. Note that this diagram is ‘recursive’, in that, using 
structural reduction, there is the ‘left-canceled’ subdiagram 
The derivation pair (d,,;p,) represented by this subdiagram is the symmetric 
transpose of the initial derivation pair (p, ;d,,) that was to be ‘one-sided diamond 
completed’. Using this completion process, the extending derivations in Int(p,;d,,) 
cannot be finite. Thus, these ‘diamond-completed’ derivation extensions are not 
well-formed morphisms in D(G). 0 
4.2. Using intersection presentations to finitely generate the ambiguity 
Recall that the ambiguity in a context-free language can be modeled as the pre- 
order congruence relation IAmbI on D(G), consisting of all derivation pairs 
(u, *-*dl WI; u2 *-& w2) 
with equal domains ui = u2 and with equal codomains wi = w2. To say that the 
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ambiguity congruence lAmb/ is finitely generated, is equivalent to demonstrating 
that there exists a finite subset MO of IAmbI, 
so that lAmb/ is a subcongruence of IA4,I. Showing that /Ambj is a subcongruence 
of I&l, is equivalent, for each derivation pair (A *+d, w;A *+d2 w), to construct- 
ing an algebraic ‘zig-zag’ of simple derivation factorizations in the monoidal closure 
lMOl of MO (see Definition 2.3.1): 
(d,;g2)(g2;g3)...(gn~,;gn)(g,;d2) 





with the derivation pair (h,; hJ, a generating pair in A40. 
The definition of intersection presentation given in Definition 3.1 .l and the dia- 
mond completion algorithm outlined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, together 
guarantee that, given two simple derivation factorizations 
(1) d, =A +P, S(P,) ... *+d,, w, 
(2) d,=A +p,S(p2) a.. *dd2, w 
for the derivation pair (A *+d, w;A *+dZ w) with distinct initial productions 
p1 fp,, there exists, beginning with a unique intersection component A *+ 2, for 
the generating intersection presentation Int(p,;p,), a diamond completion diagram 
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Thus, when G is a context-free grammar that satisfies both Condition 1 (each pro- 
duction p corresponds to a one-to-one p-composition) and Condition 2 (for each 
production pair (p; q), there exists a generating intersection presentation Int(p; q)), 
the finite collection Inter(G) (consisting of all simply factored production inter- 
section components {(A *-rP S(p) *--f Z,;A *-tq S(q) *--t Z,)}), finitely generates the 
ambiguity. 
Theorem 4.2.1. If G is a useful context-free grammar satisfying both Condition 1 
and Condition 2, then the ambiguity congruence jAmb/ in D(G) is finitely generated, 
and the generating derivation pairs correspond to the generating production inter- 
section presentations Inter: 
Inter = U Int(A *p S(p); A -tq S(q)). 0 
Remarks 4.2.2. (a) In [17], the problems of deciding whether 
l-4 -+,~(17)lW+,~(q)l=0 
and of deciding whether a context-free grammar G is ambiguous, are cited as 
examples of Turing undecidable problems. 




relied on both bracketing (for levels) and the comma ‘,’ (as a separator) to syntac- 
tically define the length of a list of expressions (see Example 2.1.7). That Int(p; q) = 0 
for all other production pairs in the grammar FP, used similar observations about 
punctuation configurations. 
(c) Such arguments must be ‘ad hoc’ and no hope can exist for finding universal 
conditions that can be used to specify such undecidable intersection representations 
Int(p; q) for an arbitrary context-free grammar G. To see this, note that, given two 
context-free grammars 
Gt =(Nt; T,;Pt;at) and G2=(N2; T,;P,;a& 
then the union grammar G = GI U GZ, G = (N; T; P; a), with 
N=N,UN&J(O}; T= T, U T2; 
P=P,UP,U{p,:aja,;pZ:a-,az}; 
generates the union language 
L(G) = L(G,) U L(G*). 
Thus, because deciding whether L(G,)nL(G,) is empty in undecidable, construct- 
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ing an intersection presentation Int(p, : cr -+ (To ;p2 : r~ + 02) in the union context- 
free grammar G, is undecidable. 
Corollary 42.3. The class FP of CFG’s has a finitely generated ambiguity con- 
gruence /Amb(FP)I in D(FP), the generators consisting of the derivation pairs in the 
list production intersection presentation 
Int(gl:L+E,L;gr:L-tL,E). 0 
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